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The Spanish alphabet - by agreement of the 22 member countries of the Association of Spanish Academies on 28 November 2010 at the Guadalajara International Book Fair - was changed as follows: Ch and ll, which had previously ceased to be considered letters for alphabetization purposes, but remained the letters of
the alphabet, now officially excluded from the Spanish alphabet , leaving the Spanish alphabet only with the following 27 letters (26 letters of the English alphabet, as well as the letter written e'e and pronounced as EH-nyay). Official Spanish alphabet: a, b, c, g, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, q, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z. Letters
letters are: a (a), be (b), ce (c), de (d), e (e), efe (f), ge (g), hache, ele (l), eme (l), eme (l), , pe (n), ku (d), erte (g), ese (s), te (t), u (u), uwe (v), doble uve (w), equis (x), ye (y), zeta (z) Spanish pronunciation of the title of the letter - how to pronounce the Spanish alphabet-it's next manner: AH (a), BAY (b), SAY in Spain
(c), DAY (d), EY (e), EH-fay (f) , HAY (g), AH-chay (h), EE (i), HOH-tah (j), KAH (k), EH-lay (l), EH-may (m) , EH-nay (n), EH-nyay (i), OH (o), PAY (p), COO (q), EH-rray (r), EH-say (s), TAY (t), OOH (u), OOH-bay (v), DOH-blay OOH-bay (w), EH-kees (x), YAY (y), SAY-tah in Spain (y). These pronunciations are written
in such a way that it will allow English speakers to pronounce these Spanish letters of names as correctly as possible. For example, an English speaker seeing a bay tends to pronounce the English word bay (which would be correct), but a Spanish speaker seeing the bay will read it as resembling an English word yet
(which would be incorrect). EY here means sound in Hey; EH means short e, as in EFF (f), or EM (m). Changes in the name of the letters: According to the data on November 28, 2010, W is now officially called doble uve (although in the past it was also called uve doble, doble ve and doble u), and Y is now officially
called ye (although it was traditionally called i griega . Greek i). These new official spanish letters are considered recommendations, not requirements (i.e. traditional letter names are not considered wrong), but the expectation of Real Academia Espa'ola (Spanish Royal Academy, or RAE) is that teachers will teach the
official version, which, according to the RAE, should make things easier for Spanish students, especially because each letter will now have only one. and that name will be the same in every Hispanic country. For information on how to pronounce these letters when they appear in words (as opposed to the pronunciation
of their names), see the pronunciation guide in Spanish Pronto!: Basic research references Please send comments or suggestions, or questions about Spanish, chris@spanishpronto.com URL: Copyright ©1998-2019 Revised -- 2019-09-19 The first thing we learn when we learn a foreign language alphabet - ideally, now
we can spell the word, but ... Can you pronounce those words for sure? Funny. We teach languages to speak not a spell! However, very few of us learn to produce the sounds of the target language. You've probably heard that in Spanish, we pronounce the words as we spell them. It's a lie. Some people may disagree
and they will say: Spanish is a phonetic language and they are quite right. However, less than half the letters of the Spanish alphabet are always pronounced the way they are written. It's mathematics: The Spanish alphabet has 27 letters. There are at least 34 sounds in (European) Spanish.Some letters are pronounced
in the same way. In other words. There's more than one way to pronounce most letters like the letters B, C or N. If you want to avoid boring people to tears, if you want to have a cursory conversation and not forcing people to put too much effort into it (so people pay attention to you), you should be able to speak clearly.
And it's much easier if you know how to produce Spanish sounds. Today you will see the letters and sounds of Spanish: Examples of Spanish words for every sound. English words that contain this particular Spanish sound (or similar). Audio. Because if we're talking about sounds, you should be able to listen to them.
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) to learn how to read any word in Spanish, even if it is the first time you see it. The final image to summarize all the information. When you pronounce Spanish, usually your muscle mouth tester than when you speak English.Pronunciation Spanish alphabetIt would be confusing if you
learn how to pronounce every Spanish dialect. And it's going to take a lot longer. So I'm going to focus on Castilian Spanish - the standard European Spanish.To understand the table below: The first column: The letters of the Spanish alphabet and their names in brackets. Second column: International Phonetic Alphabet
(IPA). The symbol in this column is a certain sound - usually common in more than a language. In order to make it easier, I replaced some IPA sounds. For example, we'll use the letter instead of ɲ - let's keep things simple. Third column: Examples of Spanish words for this particular sound and audio. Examples of
English words that contain a certain sound (or similar). When the sound is not quite the same, you will find this symbol (∼). Column Four: Links for more information (or a few tips for getting that sound). IPAEXAMPLES (Spanish and English)HOW DEMINE (A) home, friend friend fun, fineClick to see how to pronounce
Spanish vowels. (to be) BBC hambre, cambio en Barcelona. hice con buena intenci'n. �n.mp3∼, the bean camera, take a hug to see how the pronounced letters B and V. Spanish B has a dry sound and it is softer than the English B-it does not explode. (β) hablar, abuelo �a-ir-a-Barcelona.mp3Me gustar'a ir Barcelona.
�a-ir-a-Barcelona.mp3The lips are not sealed hermetically sealed. The sound is made, allowing a trickle of air to escape from the mouth. (ce) I don't color, cuando ��sock, fakeMore info on how to pronounce Spanish C.The letter C has a dry sound and -like the letter B - doesn't explode either: it's a voice so you can
pronounce it even if you hold your breath. (θ) tooth sound is produced by air, coming out of your mouth, between your teeth and your tongue. (ʧ) chick, coche ��, coachIt sounds similar to English, but not the same. In English it sounds like shhhh (chshh), in Spanish it's more like ssss (chs). Try to raise the tip of the
tongue. (de) Https://blancaquintero.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/D.mp3'De d'nde vienes, Aldo? �nde-vienes-Aldo.mp3More on how to pronounce Spanish D and mouth positioning. Here I have written only 2 official sounds, but in colloquial speech, we can pronounce it in up to 4'1 different ways! (I' padre vienne de
des desauinards. �s-de-desayunar.mp3this, the your tongue should be in the same position when you pronounce SOFT C, but, this time, the sound is made by the throat. If you touch it, you should notice that it vibrates. (e) edad, aesthe �� went, pay (efe) Freo, affair Afghanistan, afgano case (ge) X �a, energa
(raspier English H)More tips to pronounce the Spanish G.TIP: Speak English H, but raise the language a little, just as if you are going to pronounce the letter K.G.G., engrasar �� gas, go, gate engage, EnglishThroaty sound. The Spanish SOFT G does not have a touch of C-like letter G in English. (ɣ) algo, agua feeling
in the throat/back of the sky should be like caressing the hair in your hand without actually touching your hand. Imagine that you have hair in your taste and you have to caress it. Sound is made when your tongue moves away from the sky. (hash) I don't hae no soundahora, hielo, humoIt has only sound in words
borrowed from other languages like hamster or hockey. i) Liman, Mira �� need, you (j) diphthongs.viuda, viento, Indio �� yellow, yes (jota) traje, coj'n, abaggio, Jugar J sounds like HARD G. (ka) kiwi, kilemetro ��sock, fakeThe letter K sounds like HARD C. (ele) lila, ala doesn't sound like a ball or a cable. Tell your
tongue not to touch your front teeth. (l̪) aldea, oculta tongue closer to your front teeth than the previous lj and can (only) touch them. Although your language is a little different, it sounds like l. (l̟) calcio, calcetan The tip of your tongue is where your upper teeth meet the gum. It looks like it, too. ʝ̞ (ʎ) olla, calla �� jeans,
yesThe double L sounds like Spanish Y. (eme) �a, mom wanting mom (ene) n andar, nana now (n̟) iava, concierto tip appears tongue between the teeth. (n̪) entrade, cantarThe tip of your tongue is placed where your upper teeth meet the gum. (ŋ) encontrar, ingl's English (ɴ) Angel, injerto con jam'n. �n.mp3You have to
put the tongue back. Its position is the same when you pronounce the letter J, but the throat should be closed so that the air goes through the nose. ɱ �.mp3enfriar, confiar, infravalorar �-ejemplos-N.mp3The letter N is pronounced with upper teeth and lower lip (F). �.mp3envase, envidia, invitado crest (e'e)
�.mp3uña, manana, nino �-ejemplos.mp3The letter has only one sound - it's not the same as ny or n'i (two sounds). The letter also sounds like a French gn. The middle part of the language touches the whole middle sky. The tip of the tongue does not touch it. The sound is nasal and it is made when you separate the
tongue from the upper sky. Before the actual sound, when your tongue is still touching the sky- you will hear the nasal N. You have to hold that nasal sound when your tongue moves away from the sky. (o) O' color, ano shopping mall, talkMore information and tips to pronounce Spanish O. (pe) pantaloon, piano capMore
information on how to pronounce Spanish P. (cu) quiqueso, pequeno, kiero, aque ��sock, fakeThe letter sounds like a hard C. (mistake) R' horno, arpa ��bitter, oil (Am. En) The letter R sounds like tt oil (in American). (R) I'm not becoming (trill sound) rubiosonreir, alrev'sarro, perr, turrr' you need to roll R's (step by
step). Tip: Call me crazy, but, for some people, it's easier to get a rolled R sound if they do headtand. Ok... actually, that's enough if you look down. (Gravity helps keep the tongue to your liking). No, no, no, no.  salir, fiesta soon (te) t' tienda, tren �� footballMore info on mouth positioning and how to pronounce Spanish
T. (u) u' cuerda, uno �� moon, wetMore info on mouth strut and how to pronounce Spanish U.   diphthongs.abuelo, huevo, agua �� kiwi, web (uve) viejo, videoenvidia, env'o, invitado �� bus, bean chamber, embraceMoyaya information on how to pronounce the letters B β �n and V. uva, Eva sounds like SOFT B.
(uve doble) waterpolo, Hawai∼ Kiwi, web b' Wamba∼ V and B. (equis) s' �fono, xenofobiasea, saw the letter X sounds like S. 'ks'taxi, ox'geno, saxof'ntaxiIt's the only Spanish letter that is pronounced as 2 sounds: K (e) ʝ̞) letter Y sounds like Spanish ll. (ʎ) �, vaya, ayer Try saying jeans are not crushing your tongue
against the sky. I buey, rey∼ yes, I sounds like Spanish vowel I. (zeta) θ, buson, zumothrow letter - pronounced as SOFT C. hallazgothis, these sounds like SOFT D.The 34 sounds of Spanish in short European has 34 sounds. However, there are 38 IPA characters that represent these 34 sound. Why 4 extra characters?
There are 2 sounds that natives produce in different parts of the mouth (depending on the next sound) for a better flow: N and L.Each of these letters may have a small symbol below:ᴨ: (n̪, l̪) This thing indicates that the sound is made by placing the tongue where your upper teeth meet the gum. (Dental sound) : (n̟, l̟) This
means that the letter is produced forward. For example, to say n̟ the tongue touches the lower teeth too (iva). (Advanced Sound). Continuous sound: this means that the sound doesn't end as soon as it starts (e.g. p, which ends and starts when you separate the lips). You can keep the sound continuous for a few
seconds. For example, you can say nnnnnnnot (continuous sound), but it is physically impossible to say nottttttt. Nottttttt. spanish phonetic alphabet chart. spanish phonetic alphabet sounds. spanish phonetic alphabet pdf. spanish phonetic alphabet translator. spanish phonetic alphabet symbols. spanish phonetic
alphabet pronunciation. spanish phonetic alphabet keyboard. spanish phonetic alphabet spanish ipa chart
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